Dedicated

Server

Windows Server 2003

High Speed Backbone
Our pre-configured Intel XEON Quad Core Dedicated Servers powered by the Latest version of Windows 2003 are
extremely versatile and can be used for a variety of purposes. A dedicated server can become a web server, be used as
part of an e-business solution or it can form the backbone of a corporate Intranet. Dedicated servers also allows a
reseller to become a virtual web host, a live-streaming broadcast machine or anything else that requires great reliability,
speed and top level of security.

WHY choose us as your Windows Dedicated Server Solutions Provider
Reason No 1 : Value for Money
Why pay for all the frills and extras which you don't need. At e-globalhosting we provide you with Dedicated
Servers at Affordable Prices while not sacrificing quality and server performance.
Reason No 2 : We Specialize in Windows Hosting Solutions
We don't claim to be "Jack of All trades", instead we focus and specialize in offering Advanced Windows
Dedicated Server Solutions.
Reason No 3 : Latest Hardware
We only use the latest Intel Xeon Quad Core Processors and Motherboards. We also support multiple RAID
configurations on the server at NO additional cost. In addition our basic server setups come with a generous
amount of RAM allowing you to run multiple applications concurrently.
Reason No 4 : Extensive Server/Software Upgrades
We also can also provide rental on Microsoft Server Software solutions like MS SQL 2005 or upgrades to
Windows Server R2 edition at a very low monthly cost with no SETUP fees.

Benefits of Our Dedicated Server Hosting
 Powered by CISCO routers and switches.
 Multiple redundant high-speed Internet Backbone to prevent single point of failure.
 Monitored by Network Operations Centre 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
 HVAC temperature-controlled air-conditioning.
 Raised floor for cable access and regulated air-flow.
 Biometric system with fingerprint recognition, PIN access and CCTV surveillance.
 Dust free and fire-rated material, complete with individual smoke and heat
 Multiple N+1 parallel-redundant UPS system.
Terms & Conditions:
Contract : 12 Month contracts for all dedicated servers
Payment Terms : Monthly/ Yearly
Deposit : 1 Month (refundable)
Additional setup fee of RM 150 for any upgrades/downgrades

For more information, please visit: http://www.e-globalhosting.com/services_dedicated.asp
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